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ABSTRACT 

Effusion film cooling is an essential technology applied to protect the aero-engine combustion chambers. In this study, 
a sand dune-inspired effusion cooling configuration under swirling flow was studied and compared with cylinder effusion 
cooling plate. The adiabatic film cooling effectiveness was measured by applying PSP (Pressure Sensitive Paint) technique 
and the flow field in the midplane was obtained by using PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) technique. Four cases were 
studied for each configuration: when the pressure drop of the slot coolant was 3%, the pressure drop of the plate was set to 
1%, 2% and 3% separately, and when the slot coolant was turned off, the pressure drop of the plate was set to 3%. With 
the slot on, the film effectiveness of the dune-inspired design increases about 20% in the upstream zone (x/D < 24) and 
90% in the downstream zone (x/D > 24) compared to the circular hole. If the slot coolant is off, the film cooling 
effectiveness increases about 140% in both upstream and downstream zone. Based on the PIV results, the dune shells 
prevent the jets lifting-off thus the coolant film is better attached to the cooled wall. 

INTRODUCTION 

Effusion film cooling technology is widely used in aero-engine combustion chambers to protect the liner from hot gas. 
The principle of effusion film cooling is that the cold air from the slot or effusion holes separates the hot gas from the liner 
and takes away the heat from the wall. Nowadays, to reduce the emission of the 𝑁𝑂𝑥, lean-burn combustion systems, 
which need a great quantity of air introduced in the combustion chamber, have been advocated in commercial aero-engines. 
Therefore, the amount of air used for cooling will be cut down. To meet the cooling demand when the coolant is reduced, 
more efficient film cooling designs for combustion chambers should be proposed and studied. 

Researchers have proposed a lot of film cooling designs to improve cooling effectiveness. Schroeder and thole 
(Schroeder and Thole, 2014) designed 7-7-7 shaped hole and measured the film cooling effectiveness. Results show that 
7-7-7 shaped holes behave best when the density ratio is 1.5. Compared with other kinds of shaped holes, the coolant 
distribution of 7-7-7 shaped holes is wider at high density ratio. With the development of 3D printing technology, all kinds 
of unconventional holes can be realized. Inspired by common things, many scholars proposed other kinds of cooling holes. 
Liu (Liu et al., 2010) used CFD tools to evaluate the cooling effectiveness of bean and dumbbell shaped hole. Overall 
improvement of approximately 33% in average lateral effectiveness is observed with the new shaped holes over the fan 
shaped film cooling holes. Bohn (Bohn, 2012) raised NEKOMIMI shaped hole to establish anti-counter-rotating-vortices 
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(ACRV) inside the cooling jet and prevent the hot gas from flowing underneath the jet to avoid the lift-off effect. For the 
blowing ratio of M=1.5, the Nekomimi configuration clearly outperforms shaped and cylinder configurations at all axial 
positions. It is worth pointing out that Zhou (Zhou and Hu, 2016, 2017; Zhou et al., 2019) designed a new kind of hole 
inspired by the dune. Both experiment and CFD results show that compared with cylinder and fan-shaped holes, the 
adiabatic film cooling effectiveness of dune-inspired hole is higher when the blow ratio is greater than 2. In the downstream, 
the film of the cylinder hole almost lifts up and the film cooling effectiveness of the fan-shaped hole is lower than the dune-
inspired hole. Zhou found the existence of the dune shell can increase the laterally averaged film cooling effectiveness over 
the surface by 30-500%. The shell can increase the heat transfer coefficient by 10%-20% compared with the shaped hole, 
but it still can show an improvement of 50–150%. 

The above-mentioned film cooling configurations are studied under the uniform main flow. However, in combustion 
chambers, swirlers are commonly introduced, and the swirling main flow will greatly influence the film cooling 
effectiveness. Andreini (Andreini et al., 2015) observed that without the slot injection the film effectiveness had a non-
zero value upstream the first row of holes thanks to the recirculating flow in the corner region. That means the film is 
destroyed by the main flow. B Wurm et al. (B，Wurm et al., 2012, 2013; B, A and H.JBauer, 2017) have done lots of work 
about film cooling under swirling flow. They studied the interaction between swirling main flow and cooling film under 
different pressure drop (1%-3%) using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique and measured the pressure distribution 
of the plate. They found that the local blow ratio of the highest can be 30% larger than that of the lowest. The swirling 
main flow can greatly impact the cooling film and affect its stability. Andreini et al.(Andreini et al., 2014, 2015, 2016) also 
obtained the flow field features by using PIV technique and adiabatic film cooling effectiveness by PSP technique. They 
focused on the corner recirculation zone (RCZ) and found that corner RCZ can lift the slot film and shift the stagnation 
point slightly. Lenzi (Lenzi et al., 2020) took place of the cylinder hole by 7-7-7 fan-shaped hole on the liner and studied 
the unsteady performance under swirling main flow. They found that the unsteady behavior of the jet flow is influenced by 
the main flow and interaction between different rows of jets. The discharge area of 7-7-7 shaped hole is larger and the 
velocity distribution is lower. It is more stable and more insensitive under unsteady swirling flow. 

It has been found that the dune-inspired hole can apparently improve the film cooling effectiveness under uniform 
main flow. This can guide the air film cooling of the turbine blades However, the film cooling performance of the dune-
inspired hole under swirling flow remains to be uncovered. The swirling flow is widely used in the combustion chambers 
to stabilize the flame. The cooling performance of dune-inspired hole under swirling flow is the purpose of this paper, 
which is structured as follows: the test section and models are introduced first, such as the swirlers and the dune-inspired 
hole. PSP and PIV measurement setup is expounded next. Then the PSP measurement displays the adiabatic film cooling 
effectiveness of cylinder and dune-inspired hole affected by swirling flow and the PIV measurement shows the flow field. 
The interaction between swirling flow and effusion coolant film from the dune plate and cylinder plate is discussed. 

EXPERIMENT SETUP AND METHODOLOGY 

Experiment apparatus 

 

Figure 1 Schematics of the test section. 
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All of the experiments are carried out in a subsonic wind tunnel at Shanghai Jiao Tong University. The cross-sectional 
size of the test section is 303mm × 140mm. The cooling flow consists of the effusion film and the slot film, which can be 
controlled independently. Slot coolant is introduced from a 2mm slot at the bottom of the heat shield. Effusion coolant 
passes through the plate and enters the chamber. The flow rate and pressure of the secondary flow are measured by the 
OMEGA flowmeter and WINDTUNER pressure DAQ. 

Three designed swirlers are assembled in the heat shield. They are used to generate swirling flow near the plate. The 
outer diameter of each swirler is 81 mm and the inner diameter is 46 mm (shown in Figure 2 (a)). There are twelve blades 
for each swirler and the axial length of the blade is 23 mm. The inlet angle of the blade is 0° while the outlet angle is 51°. 
The blade file is a Bezier curve with three control points. 

There are two types of holes: cylinder hole and dune-inspired hole studied in this paper. Figure 2 (b) shows the details 
of dune-inspired hole, which is similar to that in the literature (Zhou and Hu, 2016). The dune-inspired hole features a 0.9D 
high and 2.9D wide dune shell. It could cover the cylinder hole partially. The coolant from the hole is discharged nearly 
tangentially because of the existence of the shell. Both the dune plate and cylinder plate are made by additive manufacturing 
technique. There are 94 staggered holes for each plate, thirteen or fourteen holes each row and seven rows total. Both 
geometries have 2mm diameter and 30° inclination angle. 

 

 

 

(a) swirler (b) dune-inspired hole 

Figure 2 Geometry model of the swirler and the dune-inspired hole (Zhou and Hu, 2016). 

PSP measurement 

Adiabatic film cooling effectiveness 𝜂𝑎𝑤 is the quantification of the cooling effect on the plate. The equation is: 

𝜂𝑎𝑤 =  
𝑇∞−𝑇𝑎𝑤

𝑇∞−𝑇𝑐
 (1) 

𝑇∞ is the temperature of main flow, 𝑇𝑎𝑤 is the temperature of the adiabatic wall and 𝑇𝑐 is the temperature of the 
coolant. The measurement of the 𝑇𝑎𝑤 is challenging and inaccurate. PSP technique can eliminate the error of temperature 
measurement based on heat and mass transfer analogy. Pressure Sensitive Paint is a photoluminescent material with a large 
number of luminescent molecules. When excited by certain UV light, it will emit long wave light. The surrounding partial 
pressure of oxygen can change the intensity of the released light. This phenomenon can be used to reflect different cooling 
effects. Then the equation of the film cooling effectiveness will become (Charbonnier et al., 2009): 

𝜂𝑎𝑤 =  1 −
1

[((𝑃𝑂2)
𝑎𝑖𝑟

(𝑃𝑂2)
𝑚𝑖𝑥

⁄ )
𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙

−1]𝑀𝑊+1
 (2) 

Where 𝑃𝑂2
 is the partial oxygen pressure. MW is the coolant to main flow molecular weight ratio (nitrogen and air 

are used in this work). To calculate the adiabatic effectiveness, the specific approaches are divided into four steps.  
Step 1, with main flow and nitrogen as coolant injection, keep UV light on and record intensity 𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑥. 
Step 2, with main flow and air as coolant injection, keep UV light on and record intensity 𝐼𝑎𝑖𝑟 . 
Step 3, without main flow and no coolant injection, keep UV light on and record intensity 𝐼𝑟 . 
Step 4, without main flow and no coolant injection, keep UV light off and record intensity 𝐼𝑏 .  
According to the literature (Liu, Sullivan and Asai, 2005), we need to calibrate the relationship between 𝐼 and 𝑃𝑂2

 
to get 𝐴 and 𝐵 before the measurement. Then we can get the effectiveness with equations (2) and (3). 

𝐼𝑟−𝐼𝑏

𝐼−𝐼𝑏
= 𝐴(𝑇) + 𝐵(𝑇)

𝑃𝑂2

𝑃𝑂2,𝑟
  (3) 
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PSP in the measurement emits the light at 625 nm excited by 450 nm UV light. The adiabatic film cooling effectiveness 
measurement was carried out by a high-speed camera (PCO) with a 625 ± 30 nm filter installed in front of the lens. The 
camera can provide a high spatio-temporal resolution of 0.0925 mm/pixel and frequency of 1800 Hz. The number of 
pictures from step 1 to 4 was 2000, 300, 300 and 100. According to the conclusion in the literature (Johnson and Hu, 2016), 
the relative uncertainty in time-averaged effectiveness was estimated to be 0.90% for 𝜂𝑎𝑤 = 0.4 and 2.1% for 𝜂𝑎𝑤 = 0.2. 

PIV measurement 

PIV is a transient and contact-free velocimetry method. It can record the velocity information on plenty of spatial 
points in the same transient state and obtain a spatial structure of the flow field and the flow characteristics. The PIV 
measurement was conducted using an IMPERX dual exposure camera and a Vlite pulsed laser. The camera and laser were 
synchronized via a trigger. The tracer particles were divided into three strands, leading into the main flow, slot coolant and 
effusion coolant. The size of the tracer particles was  p p             μ   The downstream direction was set as the x-axis. 
And the outreach direction was set as the z-axis (shown in Figure 1). The measurement of the flow field characteristics was 
focused on the zone near the plate. The laser passed through the center of the middle swirler (shown in Figure 3(b)). 1000 
pairs of images were acquired for each situation. The spatial resolution of each image was 0.023 mm/pixel with an 
acquisition frequency of 1Hz. The whole investigated area was 60 × 100 mm while the thickness of the laser sheet was 
about 1 mm. The results were calculated by the commercial software MicroVec. The uncertainty level of the PIV 
measurements was estimated to be about 3%, based on the methods introduced by Lazar et al (Lazar et al., 2010). 

  

(a) PSP measurement setup (b) PIV measurement setup 

Figure 3 Measurement setup 

Test condition 

In the actual combustor chamber, the main flow and the cooling flow are both controlled by the pressure drop (∆𝑃) as 
Equation 4. Where 𝑃in is the static wall pressure upstream and 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡  is the static wall pressure downstream. For the main 
flow, the pressure drop is the decrease of the pressure through the swirlers. For the cooling flow, it is the drop through the 
plate or slot. The test condition of the cylinder plate and the dune plate is shown in Table 1. Pressure drop of 3% is thought 
as a base condition and the pressure drop of main is 3% flow constantly. The pressure drop of effusion plate increases from 
1% to 3%. The pressure drop of slot is 0% or 3%, so it can be described as slot off or slot on. Although the condition is 
controlled by pressure, the data of flow rate is still recorded in Table 2. 

 ∆𝑃 =  
𝑃in−𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑃𝑖𝑛
  (4) 

 
Table 1 Test matrix 

 

 ∆𝑃 
effusion slot 

Case 1 
Case 2 
Case 3 
Case 4 

1% 3% 
2% 3% 
3% 3% 
3% 0% 

Table 2 Flow rate data 

 

∆𝑃 Flow rate (g/s) 
cylinder dune slot 

1% 13 10.1 \ 
2% 18.9 14.8 \ 
3% 23.5 18.4 15 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Figure 4 is the adiabatic film cooling effectiveness contour. The pressure drop of the slot are both 3% and that of the 
plate is from 1% to 3%. The invalid data in the hole or shell is cleared. It is obvious that the cooling effect of the slot 
coolant is high. The effectiveness of slot film can be more than 80% upstream of both plates (generally before the first row 
of holes). It is easy to understand because the film from the slot is tangent to the plate. Almost all the film covers the 
surface. The dune shell has a similar structure. For the same reason, the film from the dune-inspired hole also attaches on 
the surface tightly. 

 

     

   

(a) cylinder 

   

(b) dune 

Figure 4 Adiabatic film cooling effectiveness contour at ∆P=1~3% with slot on 

As the pressure drop of the effusion coolant increases, the film of the dune-inspired hole gradually becomes longer 
and extends to the next row. But the film from the cylinder hole d    ’   h  g  clearly. It can only be seen that the film 
cooling effectiveness is improved slightly. Due to the influence of swirling flow, the film from the second row of cylinder 
hole is flow along with the z-axis. But the coolant from the dune-inspired hole is almost straightly jet to the downstream. 
The film from the dune plate is difficult to be influenced by the swirling main flow. That results in better cooling 
performance. 
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Figure 5 Laterally average of adiabatic film cooling effectiveness  

Of dune-inspired and cylinder plate at ∆P = 3% with slot on. 

The Laterally average of the film cooling effectiveness with the pressure drop of 3% is shown in Figure 5. The peak 
in the graph is the outlet of the hole. Upstream the first row covered with slot film (x/D < 9), the cooling effects of the 
dune-inspired and cylinder holes are both high. But at the location of the first row of holes of the dune plate (x/D = 9), there 
exists a step of the cooling effectiveness. The curve of cylinder plate drops smoothly with the same pressure drop of slot 
film. The coolant of the cylinder holes hardly shows some effects under the influence of slot film. The place dune-inspired 
hole takes effect is further ahead than the cylinder hole. 

With the increase of x/D, the effect of the slot flow is weaker and the effect of the effusion flow is stronger. Before the 
third row of holes (x/D < 24), the effectiveness reduces gradually. After the third row of holes (x/D > 24), the curve of 
cylinder plate and dune plate waves regularly. So the view field can be divided into two zones: A is the zone before the 
third row of holes and the rest field is named as B. Zone A is affected by the slot film mostly and zone B is dominated by 
effusion film. Then the effect of effusion film can be isolated and the difference between two types of holes is more obvious. 

The area-average film cooling effectiveness of different zones at ∆P=1%~3% is shown in Figure 6. The effectiveness 
of zone A is higher than that of zone B. The 𝜂𝑎𝑤 of zone A is 1.5 to 2 times than that of zone B for dune plate. That 
number is 2.5 to 3 for cylinder plate. Compared with the slot, the cooling effect of effusion film is bad and the cylinder 
hole behaves worse. Separately observing each zone, zone A only contains two rows of holes, so the film cooling 
 f f    v      d    ’            bv  u    with the pressure drop. The film cooling effectiveness of the dune hole in zone B 
is 1.15 to 1.2 times of the cylinder hole. The film cooling effectiveness of the dune hole is 1.78, 1.94, and 2.01 times than 
that of the cylinder hole. But the more interesting thing is the coolant consumption of the dune plate is less according to 
Table 2. The effectiveness of the dune hole in zone A+B is 1.3 to 1.5 times of the cylinder hole. After increasing the same 
pressure drop, the film cooling effectiveness of the dune hole is also larger than that of the cylinder hole. The dune-inspired 
hole can use less coolant to increase more effectiveness. When pressure drop is 3%, the effectiveness increase of the dune-
inspired hole is 50%. But the flow rate decrease is 15%. So the mass flow averaged film cooling effectiveness increase 
76% (1 −

1+50%

1−15%
). 

   

     (a) ∆P = 1%      (b) ∆P = 2%       (c) ∆P = 3% 

Figure 6 Area-average adiabatic film cooling effectiveness  

of different zones at different pressure drops with slot on 

With slot on is close to the real situation in combustion chamber, but to highlight the style of the hole simply, the slot 
film is blocked to investigate the relationship between the types of holes. The pressure drop of the plate is 3% in Figure 7. 
Noting that the area of the first row in the rectangle was originally covered by the slot film. But now the coolant film of 
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cylinder hole deflects backward with an angle of more than 90° from the downstream. There still exists some coolant 
moving upstream from the dune-inspired hole. But looking at the area between the first and second rows of holes (x/D = 
12), the cooling effect of the dune plate is still much stronger than that of the cylinder plate. It shows that for the cylinder 
plate, a large amount of coolant is wrapped away and does not participate in the cooling of the wall. 

 

  

                   (a) cylinder (b) dune 

Figure 7. Film cooling effectiveness contour with slot off at ∆P=3% 

As the analysis method above, the area-average film cooling effectiveness with slot off of zone A and B was calculated 
(Figure 8). The effectiveness of dune plate in different zones was 2.55, 2.4, and 2.34 times of the cylinder plate and it is 
even larger than the situation with slot on. The performance of the dune hole is quite impressive under harsh working 
conditions. 

 

Figure 8. Area average in different zones of film cooling effectiveness at ∆P=3% with slot of 

To understand how the dune-inspired hole behave, PIV measurement can offer help. Figure 9 is the result of PIV 
measurement and the plane at z = 0 is photographed. The streamlines and velocity contour are displayed without any 
coolant. A typical structure of the swirling jet can be viewed. The velocity value of the jet is obviously high and the jet 
directly hit the plate at x/D = 16 which is the location between the first two rows of hole. The shear layer has a strong 
velocity gradient and generates two recirculation zone (RCZ): centre RCZ and corner RCZ. Centre RCZ is the propose of 
the swirler in the real combustion chamber. It can cut down the velocity of main flow and stabilize the flame. But the corner 
RCZ is the by-product (x/D < 16). The backflow in corner RCZ rotates in the clockwise direction resulting velocity 
component of the flow near the plate pointing to the upstream. The corner RCZ can directly affect the first few rows of 
holes. 
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Figure 9 Streamlines and velocity contours of full field with no coolant 

Figure 10 is the vectors and velocity contour near the plate with y/D from -2.5 to 5 and the pressure drop of the plate 
and slot are both 3% in each case. The legend is updated    f    h  v  w  (Ⅰ): The slot film discharges directly to the 
downstream. That confirms the conclusion of Figure 4. The main flow hits the plate and turns to downstream. The jet 
penetrates into the main flow near the plate from the first row of holes and separates from the wall. (Ⅱ): The behavior of 
the slot film is similar to that of Ⅰ, but the velocity is smaller because of the existence of the shell. The dune shell shelters 
the laser so the jet information near the wall is lost. The streamlines above the shell are straight compared with Ⅰ. That 
indicates the effusion flow attaches more firmly and hardly escapes from the wall. (Ⅲ) Without the protection of the slot 
film, the coolant from the first row of holes was carried by the backflow to the corner RCZ. There even exists a low-speed 
zone around x/D = 13 near the wall. It will cause the phenomenon shown in Figure 7 (a): the coolant deflects backward 
and the adiabatic film cooling effectiveness before the third row of holes is worsened. (Ⅳ) According to Figure 7, the 
coolant backflow carrying off of dune-inspired hole is less than that of cylinder hole from the first row. And it is also can 
be proved by Ⅳ. The vectors at the export of the first row of cylinder hole point to the upper left (mark as red above the 
first hole). But that of dune-inspired hole d    ’  have the direction component to the up. Under the same backflow, the 
coolant carried off is too much to change the local vector field while the dune-inspired hole keeps the clockwise direction. 

 

 

  (a) slot on 

Ⅰ

Ⅱ
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  (b) slot off 

Figure 10 Vectors and velocity contour of near-wall view with slot on and off 

CONCLUSIONS 

PIV and PSP measurements were carried out in a subsonic test section equipped with three swirlers and two types of 
plates: dune plate and cylinder plate. All of the works is to study the film cooling effectiveness of dune-inspired hole under 
the swirling flow and the interaction between swirling flow and coolant jet at different pressure drops (1%-3%). The PSP 
measurement provides the adiabatic film cooling effectiveness and the PIV measurement elaborates the characteristics of 
the flow field. 

·Under the swirling flow, the film cooling effectiveness of the dune plate is obviously higher than that of the cylinder 
plate whether the slot coolant is on or off. Compared with the cylinder hole, the deflection of the cooling film injected from 
the dune-inspired hole is smaller. 

·The effect of the slot film is not dominant downstream of the third row of holes (x/D = 24). Thus, the plate is divided 
into two zones for further analysis: Zone A (x/D < 24) for upstream and zone B (x/D > 24) for downstream. There is not 
much difference in adiabatic film cooling effectiveness in zone A. While in zone B, the effectiveness of dune-inspired hole 
is almost twice than that of cylinder hole. The area-average film cooling effectiveness of the dune plate is higher than that 
of the cylinder plate in both zones. When the slot coolant is off, the improvement of the dune plate in zone A and zone B 
are similar (about 140%). However, when the slot coolant is on, the increase of the dune plate in zone B (about 90%) is 
larger than that in zone A (about 20%), due to the dominance of slot film in zone A. The increase of that in zone A+B is 
about 50% and the mass flow averaged film cooling effectiveness increase by 76%. While under the uniform main flow, 
the laterally averaged film cooling effectiveness over the surface by 30-500%(Zhou and Hu, 2017). 

·Finally, deeper understandings of the underlying mechanism for the improvement of film cooling effectiveness are 
provided based on the PIV measurement results. With the dune-shaped shell, the coolant film is better attached to the plate. 
However, without the dune-shaped shell, the coolant jets can easily penetrate into the mainstream, which is detrimental to 
the film cooling effectiveness. 
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